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Motivation

Discrete LPTV

Periodic systems and control theory is of interest in various scientific fields such as aerospace realm, control of
industrial processes, signal processing, and resonance
in forced oscillators.
The main goals of this project include:

Model Problem

• Discretization of (1) over time-domain [0, K ] results in
Ek xk +1 = Ak xk + Bk uk ,
yk = CkT xk ,
k ∈ [0, K ],

(6)

where Ek , Ak ∈ Rnk ×nk , Bk ∈ Rnk ×mk , Ck ∈ Rpk ×nk are
periodic with K > 1.

PK −1
k=0

rk is given by

T
T
Ẽk = Sk,r
Ek Tk+1,r , Ak = Sk,r
Ak Tk,r ,
T
B̃k = Sk,r
Bk ,
Ck = Ck Tk,r ,
(rk  nk , r  n),

e.g., via sampling or time-discretization of (1).

odic time-varying (LPTV) continuous-time systems,
and develop numerical algorithms of efficient model order reduction (MOR).

Reduced system of dimension r =

• The LPTV discrete-time descriptor system is obtained,

• analyze stability and compute bounds for linear peri• analyze the LPTV discrete-time descriptor systems

Application to MOR

where matrices Sk,r and Tk,r are computed using the lowrank Cholesky factors of the approximated Gramians [1].

Numerical Results

Analysis of Discrete LPTV Systems
Stability analysis and MOR for (6) are strongly related
to the generalized projected periodic discrete-time algebraic Lyapunov equations (PPDALEs) [3]

A small-signal circuit problem can be described by nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
+ f (x(t)) = uL(t) + Bu(t),
y(t) = C T (t)x(t),

with uL(t), u(t) ∈ Rm the vectors of large and small signal
inputs, x(t) ∈ Rn the node voltages (m  n), f (·) and
q(·) are nonlinear functions which describe the charge
and resistance of the circuit.
Linearizing around the large signal uL(t) results in
E(t)ẋ = A(t)x + Bu(t),

(1)

d ∂ q(x)
∂ q(x)
∂ f (x)
|x(t) −
|x(t), E(t) =
|x(t),
where A(t) = −
∂x
dt ∂ x
∂x
and A(t), E(t) ∈ Rn×n are T -periodic.

Periodic ODEs
Dynamics of multibody systems such as resonance in
an oscillator can be described by a system of 2nd order
ODEs
M ÿ + D ẏ + K (t)y = 0,
(2)
n n
×
2 2

where M, D, K (t) = K (t + T ) ∈ R
are mass, damping,
n
stiffness matrices and y(t) ∈ R 2 is the displacement vector. Rewriting (2) as a first order system (x = (y, ẏ )T ) and
applying Floquet theory yields the solution
x(0) = x0,

(3)

where L ∈ Rn×n is a constant and U(t) ∈ Rn×n a T periodic matrix function. Let λj ∈ Λ(L) be the eigenvalues, uj the associated generalized left eigenvectors and
ν (L) the spectral abscissa of L. For any ε > 0 there exists
C1ε such that
kx(t)k ≤ C1εe(ν (L)+ε)t
(4)
and with ψj (t) = (x0, uj∗)e<λj t for t ≥ 0 and j = 1, ... , n an
upper bound [4] for the solution (3) is defined by

kx(t)k ≤ C2kψ (t)k.

(5)

The upper bounds (4) and (5) for a multiple oscillator are
shown in Figure 1. While the bound depending on the
spectral abscissa (4) suggests an instability of the solution, the bound (5) tightens the solution accurately.

kx(t)k2
C1ε e(ν(L)+ε)t
C2 kψ(t)k2
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Figure 1: Solution and upper bounds

Future Work for Periodic ODEs
• Expand bounds to norms such that the solution has a
specific structure, e.g. monotonicity.

(7)

with Uk , Vk nonsingular, and nf defines the number of finite eigenvalues of the periodic matrix pairs.
Remarks: Similar PPDALEs appear for causal observ−1
. The noncausal cases are
ability Gramians {Gkco }Kk=0
also considered.
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Figure 2: Normalized residual norms

The HSVs of the original, computed, and reduced-order
models are shown in Figure 3. Here rk = (9, 10, 10, 11,
10, 9, 10, 11, 11, 11) with MOR tolerance 10−2.

Lifted Representation

EG cr E T − AG cr AT = Pl BB T PlT , G cr = Pr G cr PrT ,

Figure 3: HSVs of the original, computed, and reduced order model

(8)

where

• E = diag(E0, E1, ... , EK −1), B = diag(B0, B1, ... , BK −1),
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Figure 4: Norms of the frequency responses and absolute error of the original and the
reduced order lifted systems

• Pl = diag(Pl (0), Pl (1), ... , Pl (K − 1)), Pr = diag(Pr (1),
... , Pr (K − 1), Pr (0)), and the solution G cr is given by
G cr = diag(G1cr , ... , GKcr−1, G0cr ).

Future Work
• Structure preserving iterative solutions of PPDALEs
using the generalized inverses of periodic matrix pairs,

Iterative Solution of PPDALEs
The computational complexity for direct solvers of (8) is
O(Knk3 ). Hence, we propose LR-ADI to compute the lowrank Cholesky factor for solution of (8).
Algorithm: Low-rank CF-ADI iteration for (8) [1].
PLDALEs:
EG cr E T − AG cr AT = Pl BB T PlT
• ADI does not converge, since
Λ(A−1E ) ⊂ {|z | > 1}
Solutions are
identical

Cayley transformed PCALE:
EG cr AT + AG cr ET = −2Pl BB T PlT
Low rank ADI:

0

10

where Gkcr are the causal reachability Gramians of (6) for
k = 0, 1, ... , K − 1.
Spectral projectors:




In f 0
−1 Inf 0
Pl (k) = Uk
Vk−1,
Uk , Pr (k) = Vk
0 0
0 0

Cayley transformation:
λE − A := λ(A − E ) − (A + E )

10
8

−

Ak Gkcr ATk
Gkcr

The matrices Ek and Ak in (7) can be singular. Hence,
we solve an alternative form of (7), known as lifted form
[2] of (7), which we denote by PLDALEs

Analysis of Periodic ODEs

x(t) = U(t)eLt x0,

cr
Ek Gk+1
EkT

ADI convergence history: observability type

5

normalized residual norm

dq(x(t))
dt

ADI convergence history: controllability type

5

normalized residual norm

Problem Formulation

Artificial problem with nk = 404, mk = 2, pk = 3, and period K = 10. Figure 2 shows the decay of the normalized
residual norms (with tol = 10−10) at ADI iterations.

√
• V1 = 2 −Re(τ1)(A + τ1E)−1Pl B, Z1 = V1.
q
Re(τi )
−1
• Vi = Re(
(I
−
(
τ
+
τ̄
)(A
+
τ
E)
E)Vi −1,
i
i
−
1
i
τi−1)
Zi = [Zi −1, Vi ].
Low rank Cholesky factors:

• Zimax = diag(R1, ... , RK −1, R0),
Gkcr = Rk RkT for k = 0, 1, ... , K − 1.

Shifts:
τ1, τ2, ... , τi

• test the algorithms for real-world problems.
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